SHIFT HAPPENS!

Top 3 Shifts in Sustainability, Technology, Real Estate and the Workplace

On the EXPO Floor at World Workplace Charlotte
October 3rd and 4th, 2018

IFMA Communities coming together to explore the TOP THREE SHIFTS within each community and the impact to our industry, organizations and profession.

Radical disruption is rapidly transforming our profession and we can no longer remain siloed as it is the diversity of our expertise and thinking that will create the most innovative and holistic solutions to carry us into the future. To embrace and understand these SHIFTS, four of the IFMA Communities are coming together for the first time within IFMA to frame and explore these shifts and co-create new strategies for the future.

To accelerate this work and leverage our precious time together, we have divided it into two days. On Wednesday, we have curated a four hour highly interactive workshop to dive into each of these shifts, then we will explore them together to develop solutions and strategies. This workshop requires pre-registration. We anticipate a full house and seating is limited to sixty-five, so register soon.

On Thursday, each community has curated presentations and panels on key topics relevant to the SHIFTS. These presentations do not require pre-registration.

Through the support of these four communities and our generous sponsors, there is no additional fee for these two learning events with the registration of World Workplace. The output of these sessions will help drive the research and knowledge agenda for these communities.

For more information, please contact April Tone at april.tone@ifma.org.
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SHIFT HAPPENS: WORKSHOP & WORLD CAFÉ
Wednesday, October 3rd from 1:00pm - 5:00pm
Limited Seating - Registration Required

* Join us for a highly interactive workshop and learning experience.

* To start, we will borrow from the Appreciative Inquiry (AI) work that IFMA embarked upon last year to help us envision a “highly successful future state” for our profession.

* From there, each Community will share the TOP THREE SHIFTS impacting their community of practice.

* To integrate these SHIFTS, we have secured best-selling author and speaker, Bill Jensen (Mr. Simplicity) to be our moderator.

* During our World Café, participants will workshop innovative solutions and strategies they can begin to apply immediately. To conclude, each Community will share their 2018-2019 strategy.

Moderator
Bill Jensen
Dean Stanberry
Sustainability
ESUS
Ted Ritter
Technology
IT
Joseph Poskie
Real Estate
REAL
Kate North
Workplace
WE
Pat Turnbull
Workplace
WE

For more information, please contact April Tone at april.tone@ifma.org.
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SHIFT HAPPENS: PANEL & PRESENTATIONS
Thursday, October 4th from 9:30am - 1:30pm

9:30am - Welcome - Highlights from Wednesday
9:40am - Goals in the Age of Resiliency: REAL
10:25am - Leveraging Technologies to Accelerate Human Experience: WE
11:15am - Crossing Generations with FM Technology: IT
12:05am - Survival Skills for FM: ESUS
12:50pm - Join a Community Today!
1:00pm - SHIFT Happens Conclusion

For more information, please contact April Tone at april.tone@ifma.org.
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Thank You to Our Sponsors

ESUS Community Sponsors:

CODEGREEN
Sustainability and Energy Management

IT Community Sponsors:

drawalert
FM:Systems
IBM
IMAGINIT
invicara
LMI360

REAL Community Sponsors:

Trimble

WE Community Sponsors:

Platinum
Colliers International
Gold
Allsteel®
Silver
IA Interior Architects
Bronze

For more information, please contact April Tone at april.tone@ifma.org.